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Abstract of Scientific Justification: Simple models of massive stars’ end-of-life explosions,
core collapse supernovae, have assumed spherical symmetry in the explosion and in the resulting
supernova remnant, SNR. Nature appears to have been more imaginative (even allowing for non-
spherical shaping of the remnant as it interacts with a non-uniform circumstellar environment):
observations suggest that the explosion itself may be inherently asymmetric, e.g., a “jet induced”
explosion.

The purpose of this proposal is to make optical observations to complement existing X-ray data and
analyses to help determine the geometry and dynamics of the SNR 1E 0102.2-7219, aka “E0102”,
located in the SMC. This SNR is very bright in Ne and O X-ray emission. We have analyzed Doppler
shifts in the Ne X X-ray emission line and these suggest a cylindrical form for the expanding ejecta.
Similar signatures are visible in the X-ray in oxygen lines (O VIII and O VII ); the goal here is to
get complementary O III data in the optical to fill out E0102’s structure and point to its explosion
mechanism.

• Is this proposal part of a PhD thesis (Y/N)? N

• Is your name on any publications using Magellan data (including papers posted on arxiv) that are not

listed on http://pubs.baade-clay.org/ (Y/N)? N

• If the answer to the above was “yes”, did you follow the procedure outlined and mail those publications

to magpubs@mailman.ociw.edu (Y/N)? –

Summary of observing runs requested for this project

Available instruments: MAGIC, BCSPEC, LDSS2, MIRAC, PANIC, MIKE, MIKE-fibers, IMACS

Run Instrument, detectors, gratings, filters, camera optics, IFU, etc.

1 MagE, 1”x10” slit at PA ≈ 115 (or 295) deg.

2 MagE, 1”x10” slit at PA ≈ Any .

3 MagE, 1”x10” slit at PA ≈ 80 (or 260) deg.

MIT block schedule not yet finalized. Requested hours should include all overheads and calibration.

Run # hrs Moon age (d) Seeing (”) Optimal months Acceptable months

1 5.0 1.5

2 5.0 1.5

3 5.0 1.5

Specify any other special scheduling constraints below. Indicate preferred blocks, or request block
swapping here. If this is an intervention proposal, how long in advance will it be triggered? Can
you wait until the next MIT block? (up to 3 lines.)

No special constraints (of which I am aware.)
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Figure 1: X-ray images of the SNR E0102 in the SMC. The left image has a color-coding based
on broad energy bands which include emssion from oxygen (red), neon (green), and higher-energy
continuum (blue). The right image is the result of analysis of the HETG-dispersed Ne X line
emission (Flanagan et al. 2004; section 5.4). The color coding represents Doppler shifts of the
emission: green & blue are of order −900 km s−1 & −1800 km s−1 and the red is red-shifted by a
similar range. Note the dramatic green-to-red gradient in the SE; this is not at all what is expected
for a uniform, spherical expansion. For scale, the length of the long-slit is ≈ 34 arc seconds.

Scientific Justification Be sure to include overall significance to astronomy. Aim your presentation
at non-expert reviewers; the panel may include both observers (not necessarily optical) and theorists from
astrophysics, cosmology, and planetary science. No more than 2 pages including figures and references.

Overall significance to astronomy: figure out how core-collapse SNe explode.

Simple models of massive stars end-of-life explosions, core collapse supernovae, have assumed spher-
ical symmetry in the explosion and in the resulting supernova remnant, SNR. Even allowing for
non-spherical shaping of the remnant as it interacts with a non-uniform circumstellar environment,
CSM, Nature appears to be more imaginative and the explosion mechanism itself in many cases
may be inherently asymmetric and be a result of the explosion mechanism itself, e.g., “jet induced”
explosions.

Because much of the mass of an SNR is in the X-ray emitting plasma, X-ray observations generally
provide a more complete view of the SNR. Adding a 3rd dimension to an observation generally
requires line-of-sight velocity information from high-resolution spectral data. The state of the art
in the X-ray, the Chandra HETG, provides resolving powers (only) of order 1000 for point sources
and reduced values for extended sources like SNRs. Even so, we have been able to get Doppler
velocity information in the X-ray for some ejecta-dominated (“oxygen rich”) SNRs allowing us to
infer aspects of their 3D geometry and clues to the explosion mechanism.

Here, I propose to get high-quality Doppler velocity information in the optical emission (O III ) of the
supernova remnant 1E 0102.2-7219, aka “E0102”, to complement our X-ray HETG observation
results. Specifically, we have analyzed Doppler shifts in the Ne X X-ray emission line and these
suggest a cylindrical form for the expanding ejecta, FIgure 1. Similar signatures are visible in
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Figure 2: A cartoon of how a cylinder viewed near on-axis can produce a Doppler gradient in
the image (Dewey 2002). Note that the velocities indicated are just the component along the
line-of-sight.

X-ray oxygen emission and the goal here is to get complementary data on O III emission in the
optical. (Note that FUSE UV data does exist as well for O VI line emission, filling out the observed
ionization states.)

Previous work has not adequately separated the bright narrow-line emission from the lower-level
Doppler shifted emission, e.g. Tuohy & Dopita (1983) used a resolving power of order 625 and
constructed a bizarre “distorted ring” model of the ejecta. More recent work using Fabry-Perrot
instruments have not produced conclusive geometric models either.

Figure 3: The proposed observations are carried out in three sets of offset exposures; note that the
PA for the centered set is not constrained and could be the same as either of the other runs or an
all-together different value.

References

Dewey 2002, http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2002hrxs.confE..14D

Flanagan et al. 2004 ApJ, 605, 230.

Tuohy & Dopita 1983 ApJ, 268, L11.
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Figure 4: The feasibility of the proposed observations is based on a long-slit obervation made in
2004 with the echelle spectrograph on the 4m CTIO telescope. The left image shows the wavelength
(x-axis) - spatial (y-axis) data on a log scale; the slit location is approximately as shown in the
right panel of Figure 1. The bright, narrow vertical lines correspond to O III emission lines at
4959 Å and 5007 Å. The cloud-like patches of emission correspond to O III emission from the SNR
at significant Doppler velocities from the nominal SMC red-shift (≈ 165 km s−1.) The middle panel
shows composite slices through the data around the 5007 Å line (purple, at center); vertical colored
lines (blues, green, orange, red) indicate Doppler offset ranges of -1800 km s−1to +1800 km s−1, the
same range as the X-ray Ne X Doppler image of Figure 1. The right image shows the data degraded
to a resolving power of 4100 representing a MagE observation; the high-velocity emission can still
be separated from the bright narrow lines.

Technical and Scientific Feasibility Justify the number of hours requested, as well as the specific

instruments, lunar phase, and seeing. Comment on whether other Magellan instruments could be substituted
(depending on scheduling constraints) and how this would impact your time request and program science.
(Give specific target information like coords, magnitudes, wavelength info, etc. in Target Tables section.)

A single long-slit observation of E0102 was graciously made in 2004 by You-Hua Chu as a favor 1;
this observation serves to demonstrate the technical and scientific feasibility of further observations.
Data from this observation is shown in Figure 4 and described in the caption. Scientifically, high-
speed O III emission is seen to track the X-ray Ne X Doppler shifts – hence they are related and
O III data will complement the X-ray.

In terms of observation feasibility, the CTIO 4m exposure was 1200 s with a 2.5” wide slit. Using
the ratio of objective areas (6.52/42 = 2.64) shows that a 1” MagE slit will receive the same flux.
Hence each run consists of nine 20 minute pointings (data taken as 10 x 120 s exposures) with the
slit displaced by 1.2” between exposures. The locations of the slits are indicated in Figure 3.

1Finding chart-like information used for the early 2004 observation is given at:

http://space.mit.edu/home/dd/E0102 finding/finding charts etc.html
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Partial Completion and Target Priorities Is partial completion of your program still scientifi-

cally useful? If so, be sure your target list or program description indicates relative priorities.

This program is divided into three runs, Figure 3. The runs are listed in prefered/priority order;
however each run will provide useful data on its own.
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Non-MIT Co-Investigators If you have non-MIT Co-Is, indicate whether they are also propos-

ing/contributing telescope time for this project through their institutions. Who will lead the Magellan data
analysis?

There are no non-MIT CoIs; I will lead the data analysis.

MIT Observing Team Support Indicate whether you can travel to Chile to assist in the observa-

tions and whether you have travel funding available. (R/T fare to Chile is about $1000.) If so, also comment
on your prior optical observing experience. If you cannot go to Chile, indicate how much partial travel
support you can provide for the MIT observing team members who will carry out your program

Hopefully the Chandra HETG grant can pay any necessary expenses as this should lead to an
HETG-related publication.

I have no optical observing experience in the past decades and would prefer to support an MIT
team member (grad student?) to carry out the program.

Previous Use of Magellan List your allocation of Magellan time in the past, together with the

current status of the data (cite publications where appropriate). Mark with an asterisk those allocations of
time related to the current proposal.

No previous use of Magellan.

Observations for MagE

Obj

ID Object α δ Epoch Mag. Filter

Exp.

time
# of
exp.

Lunar
days Sky Seeing Comment

101 E0102-SE-scan 01:04:04.39 -72:02:00.9 2000.0 120 9x10 spec 1.5 101-109

Grating: nominal Order: nominal

Camera: nominal

λstart: nominal λend: nominal

Observations for MagE

Obj

ID Object α δ Epoch Mag. Filter

Exp.

time
# of
exp.

Lunar
days Sky Seeing Comment

201 E0102-Center-scan 01:04:02.18 -72:01:55.4 2000.0 120 9x10 spec 1.5 201-209

Grating: nominal Order: nominal

Camera: nominal

λstart: nominal λend: nominal

Observations for MagE

Obj

ID Object α δ Epoch Mag. Filter

Exp.

time
# of
exp.

Lunar
days Sky Seeing Comment

301 E0102-NE-scan 01:04:04.57 -72:01:48.0 2000.0 120 9x10 spec 1.5 301-309

Grating: nominal Order: nominal

Camera: nominal

λstart: nominal λend: nominal

MIT Magellan observing proposal LATEX macros v2004.0924.


